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ABSTRACT
Steganography is main part of hiding the fact that communication is taking place, by hiding information in other information. Because of their frequency on the internet digital videos are the most popularly used for this purpose. Data hiding in the process of encoded domain without decoded secure the secret of the content. Likewise, video file size is strictly secured even after encryption and data embedding. Video compression a technique is also involves in this system it can be high complexity, bandwidth and delay. This is because of its high-resolution. In this paper, we propose a system analyzing using H.265/AVC (Advanced Video Code) video streams by code word substitution method. By using stenographic analysis tool the encryption part can be accessed.

Index Terms—Steganography, AVC, Encrypted, Decrypted, Data embedding, Compression, Frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data can be encrypted in the video stream that video can be converted into frames. Encrypted data can be in text of image format. Source can be the input video the data can be hidden in the video stream. Pre-processing can be the process of converting video into frames and selecting the frame. Encoded can be the process of data hiding in the video frame by using the X-OR gate. Decoding can be the data extracted of the system that means separating the image encrypted data. Post-processing can be the process of converting frame into video to get back the original video. Image can be separated into macro blocks and by using intra prediction frame the data can be encrypted in the particular frame. H.265 high efficiency video coding process is the main part of the proposed system.

II. BACKGROUND REVIEW
Gang He, Wei Fei and Satoshi Go to (2014) presented a work on H.264/AVC The watermark data is usually inserted in the LSB parts of the expanded values. Then the watermarked image is reconstructed by using the convert values before produce the system. The above considerations are taken into account for developing the proposed system.

Yuan-Hsin Liao, Gwo-Long Li, and Tian-Sheuan Change (2012) explained that to satisfy the heavy performance requirements for H.264/AVC, it is necessary to design entropy decoder since it dominates the overall decoder throughput.

B. JPEG
Jie Dong and Yan Ye(2014) researched that downsampling prior to encoding and up sampling after the process of decoding can improve the rate distortion (RD) performance compared with directly coding the original video by using standard technologies(JPEG, H.264/AVC) particularly at low bit rates. Here they have proposed a practical algorithm in order to find the down sampling ratio, thus achieving the overall optimal R-D performance over a wide range of bitrates.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology by using H.265 high efficiency video coding the proposed algorithm can be processed. The stenography can be MPEG-H, HEVC, and part 2 (approved in Jan 2013). Industry adoption of implementation demonstration across NAB, IBC and additional case starting 2012 from companies e.g. ATEME, Broadcom, Thomson, harmonic (CISCO), Ericson, Qualcomm etc.. Incremented R&D across encoder/decoder/CE dealer for software and hardware based solutions.

Key improvement is 40-50% the bit rate decrement at the same visual quality related to H.264. Potential to realize UHD, 2K, 4K for broadcast and online (OTT). Progression is successor to MPEG 4 AVC, H.264. Compression model is enhanced hybrid spatial-temporal prediction model in flexible partitioning, introduces coding tree units (coding, prediction and reconstruct units CU, PU, TU). 35 directional modes for intra prediction and superior parallel deal with architecture, enrichment in multi-view coding continuation. CTU for larger block structure (64×64) with more variable sub partition structures and entropy coding is only CABAC. Specification is up to 8K UHDTV (8192×4320) supports up to 300 fps and 3 approved profiles, draft for additional 5; 13 levels. Drawbacks is computationally expensive (~300 %+) due to larger prediction units and high priced motion calculation (intra prediction with more nodes, asymmetric partitions in inter prediction).

The architecture of proposed system can be processed with the high efficiency video coding that can be processed between the sender and receiver of the system. The sender can send the input video file that can be embedded with the secret message and data file after that it can be compressed and encrypted then the encoded video can send by the sender. Encoded video receive and then it can be in checker process of decompression and de-encrypted. Decode process can be the uncompressing and decrypted the message or data file then it will be decoded file. Data hiding in video sequence can be performed in two major levels they are bit stream level and data level. By using code word substitution technique may embed additional data in the encrypted domain without knowing the original video content.

Input video can be split into CTUs of macro block system by 16×16, 8×8, 4×4 then transfer to the general coder control then it can be the transformation of scaling and quantization that mans the required video sequences. Instead of macro blocks, HEVC pictures are divided into coding tree blocks. Intra can be the calculation and prediction can be the probability the picture portioning can be in 64×64, 32×32 or 16×16 of hiding the information data in video sequence. Prediction of CU is split using one of eight partition modes thus it have the following intimation: 2Nx2N, 2NxN, N2xN, 2NxN4, 2N4xN, nLx2N, nRx2N the intra operation is always 32x32, 16x16, 8x8 or 4x4.

A. Task 2

I (key frame), P (prediction frame), B (bi-directional prediction frame). De-block in HEVC is performed on the 8×8 grid only, unlike AVC which de-blocks every 4×4 frame work edge. All vertical edges in the picture are de-blocked first, followed by all horizontal edges. After de-blocking is done a second filter by choice processes the picture thus the filter is called Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO). Motion estimation can be the sample region in a reference frame that closely matched the current macro block. Motion compensation can be the selected “BEST” matching region in the reference frame is subtracted from the current macro block to produce a residual macro block.
B. Task 3

Output of the general control data and quantized transform coefficients and intra-prediction data and de-blocking & SAO filter control data and motion data and output video signal can be joined and then transform into the Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC). Thus the CABAC is based on the arithmetic coding it encodes with the binary symbols based on local context it has multiple probability modes that converts all non-binary symbols into binary symbols.

Adaptive frame/field coding operations are: Three modes can be chosen adaptively for each frame in a sequence.

- Frame mode
- Field mode
- Frame mode / Field coded
- For a frame consists of mixed moving regions.
- The frame/field encrypted decision can be made for each vertical pair of macro blocks (a 16×32 luma region) in a frame.
- Macro block-adaptive frame/field (MBAFF)

C. Task 4

Encoder process can be the data encrypted and decoder process can be the data extraction of the system. In encoder the input video can be send then the decode process can be the converting video into frames then the frame selection can be selected to hiding the information secret data. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) can find the matrix value of bit stream then it can be process to energy check that means the weighted of the image format then to the data embedded of secret data and by using IDCT it can be inverse initialized. Decode process can be the reversible process of encoder by using inverse structure of data extracted without defect. The data can be hiding by binary of bit streams the video can be converted into frames by using intra prediction it can select the particular one frame of image format. The cover data can be bigger than the secret data the secret data can be compressed in one image format then the secret data can be merge into the cover data of video sequence frame. The cover data and secret data can be merge by using XOR gate and the bit stream of collection of matrix pixel values the output values can be the 0s and 1s of binary values then the encoded frame can be created.

---

Figure 6: No de-block and de-blocks

Figure 7: Motion estimation

Figure 8: Motion compensation

Figure 9: Single-pass CABAC vs multi-pass CAVLC

Figure 10: Encoder

Figure 11: Decoder
Encrypted module is structure of selection process it can be performed by four stages they are frame selection, frequency band determination (where we hiding), block selection (intra block), coefficients selection (secret data). Decoded caliber can be the current and previous frame it can be denoted by $f_{\text{cur}}$ and $f_{\text{pre}}$ indices.

- $f_{\text{cur}} > T$, Over blurred.
- If $f_{\text{cur}} = f_{\text{pre}}$, hiding process is not done.
- $f_{\text{cur}} < f_{\text{pre}}$, Hiding process completed.

Stenography techniques can be in four methods they are substitution method, signal process method, coding method, statistical mode.

- Substitution methods
  - Bit plane methods
    - Palette-based methods
  - Signal Transform methods
    - Reconstruct methods
    - Spread spectrum techniques
  - Coding methods
    - Quantizing, dithering
    - Error correcting
  - Statistical methods – use theory testing
  - Cover generation methods – fractals

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Perceptual security of the particular P&B frames with scene changes are detected and encrypted in case of without scene transition the motion vector are chosen as encryption. Perceptual quality can be considered one and the other Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index Mode (SSIM) to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Computational cost can be achieved by lower encryption thus it can be number of bits encrypted is given by Encrypted Data Rate (EDR).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, Encryption on the multimedia is essential in both commercial broadcasting and peer to-peer communication. In proposed encryption algorithm based on scene transitions the code word can be chooses for the encryption that completely depends on the video content. The result and analysis show that the algorithm can provide good scrambling effect with low computational overhead suitable for energy constrained multimedia devices. The scene change detection algorithms implemented in certain codes can be utilized for
the purpose of encryption. Thus, making the entire model simple. Thus the proposed algorithm can be Motion Vector Difference (MVD) encryption and Intra-Prediction Mode (IPM) and encryption of H.265/AVC video stream. Thus the applications for DRM, pay TV providers, video surveillance, wireless sensor network, mobile computing, secret application for security. In this work, it was demonstrated that not all intra coded macro blocks in P and B frames leak information when left unencrypted. Based on the percentage of intra coded macro block analysis, a new selective encryption algorithm was proposed, with low computational cost to optimize energy consumption in strength analytical wireless sensor multimedia networks and wireless multimedia devices. The algorithm aims to reduce the computational cost by selecting sensitive code word candidates based on scene transitions. The Encryption cost (E) is directly dependent on the number of scene transitions (NSC) in the video stream.
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